1. Explain what the online world is and why it is valuable. 2. Show how the law and the Constitution apply, or should apply, in cyberspace. 3. Answer the fears about new technology, or of new social consequences, brought about by the Net.
4. Defend the Net against those who would do damage to it for their own purposes.
To this end he goes beyond legal analysis to suggest social and even personal understandings. He talks about what should be done and not just what is required by law. For example, Godwin weaves chapter 2 into a forum management discussion that even an old bulletin board system (BBS) operator could love. In it, he includes topics such as "ten principles for making virtual communities work" (p. 40-41) and the infamous "Godwin's Laws of Nazi Analogies" plus corollaries (p. 51). None of these are suggested as true law, only as means of understanding. In many places the book suggests such understanding in lieu of rigid (and probably unconstitutional) legislation.
Godwin is at his best when he is talking about the seemingly pesky problems in online community management. So chapter 5, "When Words Hurt," is the best in the book. The chapter analyzes two cases where online speech got out of hand. Wisely, comparatively easy libel issues are considered in the preceding chapter. In the first, someone is insulted by an online message, rules of behavior are broken, and the system operator must close the disruptive discussion area. The operator must choose between breaking the rules of the forum and giving the injured party what she wanted. In the second case, a graphic description of sexually violent content creates a panic among a group of students at the University of Michigan. The end result is a discussion of freedom of violent speech. In effect, where do graphic expressions end and personal assaults begin?
Godwin does not examine all aspects of each issue, only those that pertain directly to the mission of the book. For example, chapter 6 examines privacy issues from the perspective of the network user. He considers the right to surf the net anonymously, cryptography, and legal methods to reveal identity. Missing from the book is a more traditional discussion of privacy from a media perspective. For example, there is no effective discussion of what constitutes privacy invasion from the perspective of an information provider. In effect, he refrains from theorizing more than necessary outside his own experience.
The greatest policy challenge to the Internet has been offensive content regulation. As such, a great deal of the book discusses America's desires to control indecent material, especially that on the Internet. Godwin refers to the arguments throughout the book but really devotes the last three chapters to them. The Communication Decency Act (CDA), the Child Online Protection Act, and other content controls are attacked in these last chapters. The arguments are powerful if you still believe a broadcast standard for indecency can be applied to the Internet or if you are fascinated by the intimate details in the fight against the CDA. Otherwise they do provide the reader with an interesting case study of how to wage a political battle against an unreasonable law.
Perhaps his most valuable contribution to the policy discussion is Godwin's reoccurring theme of plurality of online communication. First, plurality refers to the diversity of activities and content online. Godwin argues that lawmakers mistake this plurality for chaos in need of regulation. It was just this kind of plurality that sent broadcasters begging for regulation. However, unlike earlier media, the Internet is not bound to a technology or to a business model. Plurality is created from the diversity of applications. Godwin argues that most regulations do not recognize the plurality and thereby lock the medium into an unworkably narrow definition of what it can become.
Next, plurality refers to the concept that the Internet allows multiple views to be expressed, multiple needs to be filled, and multiple communities to be served. These various communities have different definitions of acceptable and offensive behavior. When we limit the entire Internet to the rules of one group, we limit its functionality for all.
As with any revised text, the natural question arises, "Is it really new?" In this case, if you have the earlier edition, you do not need to rush out to buy the new one. Godwin himself notes, "At its heart … this book is essentially a mid-1990's book" (p. ix). For the most part, the reader will be barely aware of newer material. It often appears as appendages on existing chapters. However, the section on the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (chapter 7) is a fascinating and well crafted addition. Although it is aging quickly, Godwin explains the fears of Hollywood as well as anyone could. In addition, the update presents a more balanced presentation than the rest of the book.
In summary, although the content of the book treads a little too close to an Inside Baseball reporting style, the mixture of storytelling and background facts makes for an entertaining presentation that guides you through difficult material before you know it. Strategically placed legal primers give neophytes a quick understanding of specific topics. Godwin presents an effective policy analysis but a less effective media analysis. He failed to understand (until a 2002 update) that the function for cryptography was not to protect privacy but rather to protect copyright. Throughout the book he lambastes the concept that connecting to the Internet automatically opens you up to offensive messages. However, as I open e-mail to find today's load of offers for Viagra and women desperate for sex, I wonder how much of the early fears were unfounded and how much were just before their time. 
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